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A B S T R A C T

Production management systems must constantly deal with unplanned disruptive events and

disturbances such as arrivals of rush orders, raw material shortage/delays or equipment breakdowns

along with a multitude of interactions in the supply chain which constantly demand on-line task

rescheduling and order execution control. For responsiveness and agility at the shop-floor, a distributed

design for manufacturing execution systems is proposed based on autonomic units that fill the gap

between production planning and shop-floor control. An interaction mechanism designed around the

concept of order and resource agents implementing the monitor-analyze-plan-execution loop is

described. Generative simulation modeling of an autonomic manufacturing execution system (@MES) is

proposed in order to evaluate emerging behaviors and macroscopic dynamics in a multiproduct batch

plant. Results obtained for an industrial case study using a simulation model of the proposed @MES are

presented. The usefulness of agent-based modeling and simulation as a tool for distributed MESs design

and to verify performance, stability and disturbance rejection capability of an interaction mechanism is

highlighted.
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1. Introduction

Conventional production systems typically work following a
two-tier hierarchy comprising of monolithic schedule generation
(upper layer) and execution control (lower layer). Scheduling and
planning systems are predominantly centralized systems aiming at
one-time global optimization of resource usage and processing
performance [1,2]. Manufacturing execution systems (MES) have
been conceived as control systems which attempt to follow a given
schedule as closely as possible trying to fill the gap between the
planning level (upper) and shop-floor execution (lower layer).
MESs perform this task in a reactive manner, filling-in missing
details, providing alternatives for unfeasible assignments, han-
dling auxiliary tasks, and so on based on shop-floor information
and real-time control [3]. Recently, there has been a definitive
trend towards introducing agility, adaptability, autonomy and
flexibility in production systems to face successfully highly
dynamic and uncertain environments [4]. The de facto standard
of rigid, hierarchical planning and control architectures in today’s
industry has been unable to cope with these new challenges such
as responsiveness and self-configuration successfully. As a result,
schedules and plans are known to become ineffective after a short
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time in the shop floor dynamic environment. Centralized produc-
tion planning and control systems are therefore vulnerable to
abrupt changes and unforeseen events in production processes.
Furthermore, there is an increasing trend towards inter-firm
integration through enterprise networking [5–9] which gives rise
the need for responsive (re)scheduling using distributed decision-
making and local production control.

For responsiveness and agility, decentralized MESs must be
designed so as to address disruptive events seeking robustness
rather than optimality [1]. In a decentralized MES, shop-floor
control is not carried out by a central unit but it is rather an
emergence from the actions and interactions of local controllers in
the system [10,11]. As a design guideline for introducing a
decentralized MES in shop-floor environments, several multi-
agent architectures have been proposed. An almost pure distrib-
uted architecture for MES design is PROSA [7]. This architecture
consists of three types of basic holons (agents) that cover all
aspects of heterarchical control and are structured using the
object-oriented concepts of aggregation and specialization: order
holons, product holons and resource holons. Also, the concept of
staff holons allows for the presence of centralized elements and
functionality in the MES architecture. However, staff holons do not
introduce hierarchical rigidity into the system since control
decisions are made by basic holons. The holonic MES proposed
by Hadeli et al. [12] is based on the PROSA architecture augmented
with coordination and control mechanisms inspired in natural
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systems based on stigmergy and future state prediction [13].
However, a comprehensive verification of emergent behaviors is
still due for holonic MESs which prevents an assessment of
alternative design parameters for this production control system.

The ADACOR architecture for production control [14] is neither
completely decentralized nor purely hierarchical: it alternates
between stationary states, where system control relies on super-
visors and coordinator levels, and transient situations, triggered by
the occurrence of disturbances where the MES switches its
decision-making policy to a heterarchical structure. Barata de
Oliveira [15] proposed another hybrid control architecture that is
modified according to new processes and equipment items based
on the concept of coalitions of manufacturing components. Both
architectures have the advantages of being more flexible and
adaptable than centralized MES, but as any architecture they need
a more detailed design for behavioral verification, including
agent’s goals specification, interaction mechanisms between the
agents and failure recovery procedures. In the case of ADACOR, a
Petri Net formalism was used to model the dynamic behavior of
ADACOR holon classes and their interactions, and a prototype in
JADE [16] was implemented, but the holons have not been
completely specified and designed in enough details to assess
ADACOR’s emergent properties and dynamics. Another proposed
architecture for holonic MES implementation is the HCBA [17].
HCBA defines two holons: product and resource, one-to-one
mapped to their associated physical counterparts in the
manufacturing plant, integrating tightly software for control and
decision-making and a physical part in the same manufacturing
component.

A cooperating MES that implements distribution execution
control while accounting for an externally supplied schedule was
proposed by Valckenaers et al. [1] and Verstraete et al. [2]. The
simulation results show that if the disruptive events and
disturbances are important, there is no improvement by attempt-
ing to follow the original schedule. The same conclusion has been
reached by Aytug et al. [18], as they set out that if the level of
uncertainty is low enough, an optimization-based predictive
scheduling algorithm can outperform an on-line dispatching
algorithm but as the failure rate increases and significant
disturbances are present following a priori defined scheduling is
inefficient and sometimes almost impossible. Covanich and
McFarlane [19] implemented both centralized MESs and holonic
MESs in a real physical manufacturing system, and concluded that
holonic MESs require more efforts to be set up, but substantially
less efforts to be reconfigured. Thus, distributed MESs for
production control are fast becoming the alternative of choice
for integrating production planning with shop-floor automation
systems while seeking to introduce agility and self-configuration
at the shop-floor to reject disturbances and handle unplanned
events.

In highly competitive global markets characterized by make-to-
order production manufacturing and volatile demand production
systems must meet individual requirements and comply with
stringent deadlines while guaranteeing superior quality at low
prices. This can be only achieved when production (re)scheduling
and execution control are tightly integrated. Such integration has
been the main driving force behind the emergent distributed
(re)scheduling system based on interactions between order and
resource agents acting as autonomic managers [20] which has
been proposed by Rolón et al. [21,47]. These autonomic agents are
created by separating the role of the autonomic manager (resource
or order agent) from the object being managed (order or resource).
The use of autonomic units is an important breakthrough
regarding earlier architectures for holonic MESs which normally
allocate control functionality to tangible objects corresponding to
physical machines, intermediate parts or final products [7].
Holonic manufacturing systems, being based on the rapid and
effective communication between interacting parts rather than
autonomous behavior, are composed of holons which typically
have a simple internal structure. Thus, the emergent behavior of
holonic manufacturing systems is explained to a greater extent by
ongoing interactions among holons rather than by each holon
inner design.

This paper proposes an agent-oriented methodology for design
and verification of the @MES. In each autonomic unit, the agent
playing its manager role implements the monitor-analyze-plan-

execute (MAPE) loop which comprise of both functions scheduling
and control for either an order or a resource. The proposed @MES
design favors emergent schedule generation and local execution
control for agility and responsiveness. To this end, a detailed
interaction mechanism is modeled and simulated to guarantee
that while order agents and resource agents play their roles the
emergent properties of the @MES verify that it is stable and does
have a robust disturbance rejection capability.

2. Autonomic manufacturing execution systems

2.1. Manufacturing execution systems

Manufacturing execution systems (MESs) are the main
production management tools to integrate production planning
– at the company management level – with control/automation
systems at the shop-floor level [22,23]. On one side, they are
interfaced to actual production processes and capture machine
data through sensors and actuators residing in automation and
control systems such as PLCs (programmable logical controllers),
DCSs (distributed control systems), and other intelligent devices.
All MESs are also necessarily linked to a production planning
system for filling in missing schedule details and coordinating of
what is being done, where and what remains to be done [24].
Typically, an ERP system trickles data for planned orders –
including sizes, product mixes, and due dates – down to an MES for
schedule generation and execution control. To this aim, all MESs
must include a shop-floor planning and scheduling tool for
transforming planned orders into detailed, executable schedules
for verification and tracking purposes of production orders. More
importantly, an MES should be able to reschedule in real-time the
execution of tasks as contingencies and disruptions occur [25].
Most MESs perform this function in a reactive manner by creating
new tasks, providing alternatives for unfeasible resource assign-
ments, handling auxiliary tasks, and so on.

In Fig. 1, information and decisions exchanged up and down
between a control execution system (MES/CPM) with (lower)
shop-floor sensors/actuators and with a (upper) production
planning system is shown. In a top-down view of the management
hierarchy, an MES has the key role of translating production goals
(planned orders) decided at the company management level into a
detailed scheduled to be executed at the shop-floor based on
hardware/software actuators at the control/automation level.
From bottom up, the state of the shop-floor is abstracted using
data gathered in the control/automation level and fed into the MES
for execution control and rescheduling. Further up in the hierarchy,
statuses of orders being processed are reported to the company
management level which may affect the release of future planned
orders. As a result, there exist two control loops in Fig. 1 working at
two different time scales. One is the schedule execution loop which
involves an MES and actuator/sensors in the shop-floor level; the
upper loop is the planning control loop which involves both an
MES and an ERP.

The interface between an MES and the upper/lower manage-
ment levels in Fig. 1 must be based on properly designed abstract
sensors and actuators to address the important differences in



Fig. 1. Information and management systems for planning and control.
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information scope and detail. Data acquisition and control systems
at the shop-floor generates highly disaggregated information and
with a very limited scope (e.g., a specific resource) whereas the
production planning system requires abstract information such as
an order status. Accordingly, an MES design should include functions
to produce the information at the level of abstraction required for
decision-making by any concerned actor (agent) at the production
and company management levels of the hierarchy. In particular, at
the interface with the Control/Automation level all sensors and
actuators in an MES are designed bearing in mind the following
functions any decision-making actor should deploy to play its role: a
monitor function to collect the details needed from the shop-floor
control/automation level, an analyze function to assess if something
needs to be changed, a plan function to define milestones or
sequence of actions that specifies the required changes to achieve a
given goal, and an execute function to perform such actions.

2.2. Autonomic MESs

The most common approach in industrial practice in the face of
disturbances is a monolithic MES implementation that heavily
resorts to an optimized schedule achieved through mathematical
optimization techniques representing a reference or target for
execution control at the shop-floor level over the chosen time
horizon. This ‘‘optimal schedule’’ is necessarily changed by an MES
through remedial/repair actions during execution in response to
unexpected disruptions. Thus, preferring and attempting to follow
a given schedule may seriously limit the effectiveness of control
actions taken by a conventional MES. Moreover, as variability and
uncertainty increase, the performance advantage of an optimized
schedule deteriorates quickly and the difference in actual
Fig. 2. Order agent and resource agent
performance between optimal solution methods and completely
reactive dispatching rules becomes less significant [26]. Moreover,
optimality losses due changes made by an MES to an externally
supplied schedule when coping with unplanned events and
expected disturbances are impossible to quantify.

From the viewpoint of the number of actors participating in the
decision-making process of an MES its design can be hierarchical or
distributed. A distributed MES sacrifices optimality to ensure
robustness and reconfigurability by allowing different actors or
agents to interact with each other so that all MES main functions
(detailed scheduling, shop-floor control and execution) associated
to an MES are deployed. Unlike distributed MESs, in hierarchical
MESs prevail the idea of system-wide monolithic optimization and
centralized control. For stable and predictable manufacturing
environments using hierarchical MESs is both efficient and robust.
However, today’s production systems must constantly deal with
unplanned disruptive events and disturbances along with a
multitude of interactions in the supply chain which constantly
demand on-line task rescheduling and order execution control. If
any disruption occurs at the shop floor, it will not be handled
timely using a centralized MES [27]. To overcome the control
rigidity of centralized MESs, the idea of a holonic MES cooperating
with a central scheduling system was proposed. In holonic MES,
scheduling is still a centralized function but the main character-
istics of distributed shop-floor control – swift and meticulous
handling of local situations – are used to advantage [1].

For reconfigurability and flexibility in dynamic production
environments the concept of an autonomic MES has been proposed
by Valckenaers et al. [1], where autonomic is used to highlight
the property of keeping an MES functioning regardless of the
availability and quality of the schedule being executed at the
 viewed as autonomic managers.
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shop-floor. In Valckenaers et al. [1], an autonomic MES utilizes an
externally supplied schedule as an initial guideline from which
distributed execution control allows participating actors to com-
pensate locally for unplanned events and disruptions. In this regard,
it is argued here that to make the most of reconfigurable and flexible
shop-floors, the autonomic MESs do not need to rely on a supplied
schedule. To this aim, in this paper the autonomic idea is used to
embrace a full integration of distributed schedule generation and
local execution control for agility and responsiveness. To carry out
this integration in the proposed @MES the concept of order agents
(OAs) and resource agents (RAs) in Fig. 2 is used based on previously
defined properties of autonomic computing [20,28]. As a result, both
scheduling and execution control in the @MES are bottom-up
emergencies from interactions among OAs and RAs in a mechanism
designed to abstract relevant decisions to schedule and control a
dynamic shop-floor environment.

Unlike in holonic manufacturing systems, the emergent
behavior of autonomic manufacturing execution systems is mainly
due to strategic interactions between agents which accumulate
knowledge and adapt their behavior over time. The design concept
underlying the @MES resides in the development of intelligent,
open, and self-managing units for simultaneous scheduling and
control of a managed object (an order or a resource); but what does
this really mean? At its core, a self-managing unit must:

� Have knowledge – not only of its managed object, but also of the
context of its activity and those of other objects within the shop-
floor environment.
� Be able to make sense the shop-floor state. This cognitive

dimension includes both the ability to proactively predict future
states of relevant objects and services, and the capability to
anticipate a change and understand the implications of that
change on its own managed object.
� Be able to plan for and carried out actions and activities by

altering its own state, influencing its environment and affecting
other managed objects as well.

These characteristics are being applied today in four funda-
mental areas of self-management to drive significant operational
improvements to an MES where traditional manual-based
processes are neither efficient nor effective. These four areas are:

� Self-configuring capabilities that enable an MES to adapt to
unpredictable conditions by automatically changing its configu-
ration, such as adding or removing new resources, or creating
new tasks.
� Self-healing capabilities that can prevent and recover from failure

by automatically monitoring, detecting, diagnosing, and reacting
to events and circumstances that might cause disruptions.
� Self-optimizing capabilities that enable an MES to continuously

tune itself – proactively to improve on existing processes by goal-
directed control in response to environmental conditions.
� Self-protecting capabilities that can detect, identify, and defend

against harms that can affect any of the managed objects.

To incorporate these key functionalities in an autonomic
manager, its internal design should implement the monitor-

analyze-plan-execute (MAPE) loop. The MAPE loop for both OAs and
RAs must be accounted for by the interaction mechanism in the
@MES as follows. Each agent playing its role implements the MAPE
loop which comprise both scheduling and control for a given order
or resource and ensure self-managing capabilities to the auto-
nomic agents regarding its managed object. Each OA is responsible
for completing all orders of a given type as required by its
attributes (due date, product mix, quality and size) which
determines the operations (tasks) for processing the order at the
shop-floor. The OA chooses the best processing route and follows
up execution of a given order while it is being served until
completion. Each RA manages the specific schedule of its resource
and registers its usage commitments and failure state. It is
responsible for the execution of similar tasks for different orders.
MAPE loop implementation by autonomic managers requires the
following functions to be deployed:

� The monitor function includes the schedule monitor function-
ality, where both OAs and RAs oversee the Gantt chart looking up
for schedule updates (the OA for the current order process route
and the RA specifically for its resource usage schedule), the order
acceptance functionality, where OAs look up in the Gantt if a
candidate order is feasible through the availability checking
functionality, where RAs continuously monitor the state of each
managed resource.
� The analyze function comprises of the process route selection

and resource earmarking functionalities, where RAs returns data
needed for generating a list of alternative solutions from which
an OA will choose the processing route for an order.
� The plan function includes the resource booking and task

registration functionalities, where each OA asks for slot
reservation to each RA of the top solution, and the schedule
updating functionality, where RAs reflect resource commitments
in the shared Gantt chart.
� The execute function RAs manages the completion of its resource

usage plan with due consideration for dynamic updates using the
task execution functionality, whereas the execution control
functionality of OAs deals with local effects of disruptive events
by order rescheduling.

Autonomic units have unique characteristics when compared
with basic holons which are referred to in the PROSA architecture and
used by Hadeli et al. [12] for defining a holonic MES using stigmergy
as a design metaphor. Firstly, an autonomic unit is situated in its
environment meaning it has sensors and actuators to detect changes
and influence other autonomic units. Also, autonomic units are goal-
seeking entities. Furthermore, autonomic units while deploying the
MAPE loop are able to proactively repair action plans for rejecting
disturbances and handle unexpected events. In the holonic MES,
holons are used mostly for propagating information about resource
usage commitments. In the @MES, communication is achieved
through structured interactions among concerned autonomic units
and indirect interactions through a dynamic Gantt chart which is
used as a blackboard (see Fig. 3) for information sharing about
resource usage plans. The schedule is thus an emergence of such
strategic interactions and it is perceived in the dynamic Gantt chart.
It is worth noting that in the @MES the overall schedule does not need
to be supplied by the ERP system when orders are released to the
shop-floor.

The above mentioned interactions between the managed
elements (orders and resources) are realized through their
autonomic managers (see Fig. 4), while their spheres of influence
partially overlap since each OA interacts indirectly with some
other OAs through some RAs. That is, order processing in the shop-
floor environment is controlled in a decentralized way by strategic
interactions involving autonomic OAs and RAs acting locally to
achieve their specific goals, namely fast order processing and high
resource utilization.

3. Design of the @MES

3.1. Agent-oriented design methodology

Prometheus methodology in Fig. 5 [29] defines a detailed
process for implementing and testing/debugging agent-oriented



Fig. 3. Direct and indirect interaction in the dynamic Gantt chart.

Fig. 4. Interaction between managed elements (orders and resources) through their autonomic managers.

Fig. 5. The phases of the Prometheus methodology integrated with Hermes [31].
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Fig. 6. Phases of the extended Hermes methodology.
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software systems. It consists of three phases: the system
specification phase that focuses on identifying the goals and basic
functionalities of the multi-agent system, along with inputs
(percepts) and outputs (actions) through the development of
use-case scenarios characterizing operating conditions or envi-
ronmental dynamics which the system must be able to handle
properly. The architectural design phase uses the outputs from the
previous phase to determine which agent types the system will
comprise and how they will interact. The third phase is the detailed
design phase that looks at the internals of each agent and how it
will execute assigned tasks within the interaction mechanism of
the multi-agent system. In addition to detailed processes,
Prometheus defines a range of design artifacts that are produced
along the way. Some of these artifacts are kept (final design
artifacts), and some are only used as ‘‘stepping stones’’ (interme-
diate design prototypes) to move forward onto the agent-oriented
design lifecycle. Some artifacts capture the system structure (e.g.
system overview diagram) and others describe its dynamic
behavior (e.g. interaction diagrams).

The Prometheus methodology has been successfully integrated
with the Hermes approach for specifically designing agent
interactions [30] based on goals, actions maps/sequences and a
number of failure recovery procedures. This combined Prome-
theus–Hermes results in systematic design methodology for
specifying agent-oriented systems including interaction mecha-
nisms. As can be seen in the first three phases of Fig. 6 (Hermes’
specific phases), the methodology follows an incremental waterfall
model in which each phase is derived from earlier design artifacts
and also provides feedback to its predecessor design phase. In the
interaction-goal hierarchy design phase, the designer is concerned
with which goals the interaction mechanism is going to achieve
and which roles are involved in each interaction. The identified
roles and interaction-goals are captured and organized into an
interaction-goal hierarchy. The action map design phase pinpoints
actions which are needed to deploy agent roles and then organized
into appropriate execution sequences. These sequences are tested
for validity and all possible sequences of actions are defined. In the
last phase, the message design phase, the designer’s attention
shifts from actions to communications among concerned agents, as
they are required for completing the interaction mechanism
definition.

In the Hermes design methodology, early terminations and
action retries can be used to handle mechanism failures in
achieving goals. In the first case, the entire interaction is ended and
can be used in situations in which re-attempting the failed action
or pursuing an alternative course of action will not result in
progressing through the interaction logic. Instead, an action retry
allows a failed action to further the interaction by attempting again
the same or a different action. If an action fails and is not able to be
handled by action retries, this lead to an interaction-goal failure.
When this happens, the interaction can be either terminated or
rolled back to a previous interaction-goal.

Since Hermes has been conceived for interaction mechanism
design in multi-agent systems, the approach described in [31],
which integrates the two methodologies replacing the typical
Prometheus interaction design process with Hermes, was used for
detailed design of the @MES. An overview of the integrated
methodology can be seen in Fig. 5. More specifically, the Hermes
interaction-goal hierarchy and action maps substitute the interac-
tion diagrams, interaction protocols and process diagrams of the
Prometheus methodology. Action maps are a mixture of interac-
tion protocols and process diagrams containing both inter- and
intra-agent details while interaction protocols comprise inter-
agent communications and process diagrams which describe only
internal agent processes. Steps which are not involved in
interaction design follow the typical Prometheus’ design method-
ology. On the other hand, identification of Hermes roles is
straightforward as they are usually taken from Prometheus agent
types. The process of developing the interaction-goal hierarchy and
its relevant action maps is more direct and more guided than in the



Table 1
Feasible order arrival scenario.

Name: Feasible order arrival scenario

Trigger: New order arrival

Description: A new order arrives at the shop floor. If it is feasible, the order is registered in the dynamic Gantt chart

# Step type Step Functionality Data used Data produced

Steps:

1 Goal Analyze feasibility OrA Order type, order due date Order feasible notice

2 Activity Accept order OrA Order feasible notice None

3 Activity Get possible task location (for the tasks

involved in the different options

of the product recipe)

RB Selected dispatching rule Possible location of the task

4 Goal Obtain possible solutions (for the order) PS Processing times, probable finalization times List of possible solutions

5 Goal Choose the top solution PS List of possible solutions, selection criterion Process route

6 Activity Register the task (for the tasks involved

in the process route)

TR Process route, processing times Changes in the Gantt chart

Key for functionality: OrA, order acceptance; AC, availability checking; TR, task registration; TE, task execution; SM, schedule monitor; EC, execution control; RE, resource

earmarking; RB, resource booking; PS, process route selection; SU, schedule updating.
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Hermes methodology as the designer is developing these artifacts
based on Prometheus’ use-case scenarios. Action sequence
diagrams and action message diagrams remain unchanged from
the original Hermes approach. Moreover, the messages identified
from the Hermes design can be carried across and adapted to
Prometheus message descriptors as the message descriptors from
both methodologies are very similar.

In this work, for detailed design and specification of the @MES,
the incremental waterfall of the Hermes methodology has been
aptly extended to include behavioral verification of emergent
behaviors via generative simulation of the interaction mechanism.
A fourth phase, the verification phase, is introduced (see Fig. 6) not
only to validate the appropriate execution sequences but also to
analyze the emergent dynamics for alternative designs of the
@MES. It is worth highlighting that any mechanism design is about
proven protocols for constraining interactions between OAs and
RAs such that emergent behavior and dynamics of the @MES have
certain desirable properties, such as robustness and stability, and
follow economic-oriented objectives such as lead time reduction,
machine utilization increase, graceful performance degradation
and work-in-process reduction [3]. Thus, the emergent behavior
verification phase will allow discovering design changes or
parameter setting which guarantee the achievement of interac-
tion-goals in the @MES.

3.2. Interaction mechanism

For the sake of space only some design artifacts from the
design methodology in Figs. 5 and 6 will be discussed next. To
illustrate the expected running of the proposed @MES, different
use-case scenarios consisting of a sequence of steps, the name of
the functionality it belongs to and the information that is used
or produced are considered. As an example, the feasible order
arrival use-case scenario is shown at Table 1. In addition to
those concrete descriptions of specific yet demonstrative
interactions, the defined agent types were developed, including
the roles and data needed for role deployment. The details of
both agent types in the @MES and of its descriptors are
summarized in Fig. 7.

The interaction-goal hierarchy diagram for the @MES is shown
in Fig. 8, where the undirected lines denote sub-goal relationships
and the directed lines depict temporal dependency. The roles
involved in the achievement of each goal are shown with the letter
R, and it is also identified the initiator agent of each interaction-
goal with the letter I. As there are some interactions that can be
initiated by either an OA or a RA, it is possible to inherit the initiator
which is denoted by " in Fig. 8. Whichever agent initiates the
interaction at runtime is inherited by interaction sub-goals down
in the hierarchy.

The overall goal of the @MES is detailed scheduling and
execution control. The scheduling goal involves both order

acceptance and resource commitment. That is, the concerned OA
looks up the Gantt to discover if the order is feasible in the current
shop-floor state. If so, the order is accepted, and if not, it is returned
to the production planning system (ERP). If the order acceptance

goal is achieved, selected RAs are asked to provide different options
for probable finalization times at their resources. These options
given by selected RAs allow the concerned OA to make a list of
candidate solutions. Given the different solutions provided by RAs,
the OA selects the top one, with the aim of booking the time slot
corresponding to the different tasks in the order (resource

commitment interaction-goal). When the order execution is
monitored by an OA is always the initiator of the top goal, while
when the focus is on resource state monitoring the corresponding
RA is the agent who starts it. The control interaction-goal can then
be also initiated by either an OA or a RA. In the schedule monitoring
interaction-goal, a RA checks resource availability whereas an OAs
follows the chosen processing route for monitoring order
execution. The rescheduling goal is initiated by any agent that
detects a disruptive event as follows. A given RA updates the Gantt
chart whenever the execution condition changes and a failure state
of its resource is detected by abstract sensors that process raw data
from the shop-floor. OAs detect the disruptive event since as they
are constantly looking up the Gantt chart state through their
abstract sensors. Accordingly, OAs which are affected by the
unexpected event remove tasks from earmarked resources.

Regarding data stores, there are five data bases in the @MES
knowledge base that made up the shop-floor execution control
system: the process knowledge database, containing information
about different resources at the shop-floor, physical connections
between them, the operations and services per resource along with
required inputs and the workplan per product type which
determines the different production formulas or recipes; the Gantt

chart database, holding the current schedule for each resource
committed to a group of tasks for a certain time window, and also
registering the ‘broken’ or ‘in maintenance’ indicators for certain
resources according to their actual condition; the executed orders

data base, that has records related to orders that have been recently
executed and have already left the system; the pending orders data

base, containing records associated with outstanding orders within
the @MES, and the non-feasible orders data base which records
rejected orders.

The system overview diagram of the @MES is given in Fig. 9,
where the action maps from Hermes replace the protocols in the



Fig. 7. Order agent and resource agent descriptors.
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Prometheus–Hermes methodology. Fig. 9 highlights that the OA
initiates the action maps for two interaction-goals: resource

commitment and monitoring (orders). The RA initiates the action
maps for the interaction-goal monitoring (resources). It is also
shown in Fig. 9 that the action map for order acceptance involves
only the OA whereas the action map for the rescheduling

interaction-goal can be initiated by both agent types.
The list of identified failures at each interaction-goal,

including action sequences to deal with failure cases is
summarized in Table 2 while the generalized action maps for
the interaction-goal hierarchy, with data stores and failure
handling procedures, are shown in Fig. 10 through Fig. 13. The
action maps developed incorporate scenario variations using
Hermes’ failure handling procedures to address these abnormal
situation cases: termination and action retry for action failures,
as well as rollback when faced with an interaction-goal failure.
For example, in Fig. 12, an action retry is used when a RA
updates the Gantt chart to inform that the execution time of a
task was larger than scheduled. If the change does not disturb
other committed tasks then the order processing will continue
according to the current schedule. An example of a rollback for
interaction-goal failures is given in Fig. 11, where as the OA
cannot generate a feasible solution, then the resource commit-

ment interaction-goal is rolled back to the order acceptance

interaction-goal that subsequently will be achieved in a
different manner and so leads to a different result.



Fig. 8. Goal hierarchy in the @MES.

Fig. 9. System overview diagram of the @MES.
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In the proposed interaction mechanism for the @MES, there
are a number of different types of parallelism, which can be
categorized following previous work by Cheong [32]. Intra-agent
parallelism refers to the possibility for an agent of attempting
more than one part of the interaction in parallel. An agent
playing such a role is able to pursue more than one interaction-
goal from the same interaction-goal hierarchy in parallel
Table 2
Possible failures at the interaction-goals.

# Action Possible failures Remedial actions 

1 Get possible task location Task cannot be allocated

before the due date

Consider other reso

2 Generate list of solutions No solutions generated Analyze if the orde

3 Transport materials/

work-in-process

Transport delay Update Gantt chart

for next tasks if the

4 Execute task Delay of raw

materials arrival

Wait until raw mat

resources

5 Execute task Resource breakdown

during execution

Execute again the o

6 Execute task Execution time is

larger than scheduled

and other committed

tasks are disturbed

Change schedule an

for next tasks

7 Evaluate

processing result

Quality requirement

not reached

Reprocess in the sa

8 Check resource

availability

Resource unavailable (Re)earmark registe

and do next tasks
(interaction-goal parallelism) or the agent is able to execute
an action while carrying out another action from the same
action map in parallel (action parallelism). For example, in the
interaction-goal hierarchy of Fig. 8, the schedule monitoring
serves both as start- and as end-point of the parallelism
(interaction-goal parallelism), as if there were no constraints
between interaction-goals. Action failures are not affected as
Interaction-goal

urce that executes the same task Resource Commitment

r is still feasible Resource Commitment

 and remove resource earmarking

 change would disturb other tasks

Monitoring (orders) and rescheduling

erials arrive and re-earmark Monitoring (orders) and rescheduling

peration/task in different resource Monitoring (orders) and rescheduling

d remove resource earmarking Monitoring (orders) and rescheduling

me resource or another one Monitoring (orders) and rescheduling

red tasks within failure duration Monitoring (resources) and rescheduling



Fig. 10. Action map for order acceptance interaction-goal.
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long as the parallelism lies within the interaction-goal hierarchy
and it is possible to roll back to individual parallel interaction-
goals. In inter-agent parallelism, instances of agents that play a
particular role carry out the interaction (or parts of the
interaction) in parallel with each other, but there is no
parallelism internal to agent instances. Heterogeneous instance
parallelism occurs in interactions in which different types of
instances of order and resource agents are running and
interacting in parallel in the @MES. Homogeneous instance
parallelism is the case where there are multiple instances of the
same agent type interacting with each other. Homogeneous
instance parallelism is used in the MES design because in the
system there may exists an unknown number of the homoge-
neous instances and the interaction based on the agent types
rather than the individual instances was chosen for interaction
modeling.

Figs. 11 and 12 depict the interactions between an OA and
several RAs while Fig. 13 depicts interactions among several RAs
and several OAs. It is worth noting that in these three action maps
the parallel split and merge symbols are used to deal with inter-
agent parallelism where multiple instances of OAs or RAs are
interacting in parallel. More specifically, the parallel casualty links
are denoted by a ‘‘crow’s feet’’ symbol and the multiplicity is
shown beneath it. For example, in Fig. 13, when a failure of the
resource item is detected or unplanned maintenance operations
are due, the concerned RA informs through Gantt chart registra-
tion, and all OAs involved (multiple instances of the same agent
type) will have to remove resource earmarking and roll back to the
resource commitment interaction-goal to reschedule the affected
tasks.

The action map of Fig. 10 depicts the actions involved in the
order acceptance interaction-goal. More specifically, when a new
order arrives at the shop floor, the OA analyzes its feasibility
through Gantt chart exploration. If all tasks can be ‘‘virtually’’
placed in any location in the Gantt chart according to the average
processing time for each equipment before the corresponding
order due date, the order is accepted and continues to the next
interaction-goal. On the other hand, if order processing is not
infeasible then it is rejected and sent to the ERP level. Should its
due date is modified and returned to the shop-floor it will be
considered by the @MES as a new planned order.

Following order acceptance in the @MES, an OA asks candidate
RAs of each processing option in the production formula (see
Fig. 11) a possible task allocation in their resource schedule and
probable finalization times along with a due date for option
acceptance. RAs decides task allocation request according to local
dispatching rules following different criteria to manage their
resource usage schedules using rules such as SPT (shortest
processing time), EDD (earliest due date) and FIFO (first in first
out). These different decision-making rules for RAs results in
different design alternatives for the @MES.

Each OA have only a limited number of processing options to
consider so that a combinatorial problem is avoided; OAs assume
all processing options given by RAs are valid. These options make



Fig. 11. Action map for resource commitment interaction-goal.
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possible the generation of a list of candidate solutions by the OA.
The OA chooses the best performing solution according to its
selection criterion, that correspond to different economic-oriented
objectives and also results in different parameterization for the
@MES: lead time reduction (earliest finalization time), processing
costs minimization (shortest total processing time), work in
process inventories reduction (shortest time between operations)
and finished product inventories reduction (largest finalization
time). After selecting the process solution for the order, an OA
answers received options in due course so as to commit the chosen
resources. As a response to the demand for booking of the OA, the
RA registers the assigned slot in the Gantt chart. After time slot
booking, the concerned OA request the raw materials needed in the
production formula.

As can be seen in Fig. 11, the option compatibility (an operation
cannot be scheduled to begin before the previous one is finished)
and completeness (all the operations of the process route should be
scheduled) are checked through different activities of the action
map before the generation of the list of solutions. In case they are
not met, the resources are asked to provide new possible task
processing options or to remove its resource earmarking.

Order monitoring and the corresponding rescheduling activity
due to disruptive events (Fig. 12) as well as the resource
monitoring and rescheduling (Fig. 13) are both described in only
one activity map because they are tightly linked through action
retries. Regarding order execution (Fig. 12), an OA requests moving
raw materials and semi-finished products to the corresponding
resource queue in order to be processed. If it is time to execute the
task and the materials or semi-finished products have arrived to
the equipment area, the RA executes the task and informs the
processing quality to the OA who evaluates the processing result
comparing the quality requirements for the product with the
quality obtained by the operation output. If quality requirements
are reached, then the following operations are executed for that
order till there are not pending operations in the product recipe. On
the other hand, if it is time to execute the task but the materials or
semi-finished products have not yet arrived to the resource
working area, the concerned OA asks for removing the resource
earmarking for remaining tasks in the order processing plan and
once the material arrives it rolls back to the resource commitment

interaction-goal to reschedule the affected tasks.
All RAs manage their resource schedule, that is, if the resource is

idle and the materials and semi-finished products have arrived, it
can process the task considering it does not disturb other
scheduled orders even though if it is earlier than the planned
start time for the task. If any changes occur in a resource schedule,
the corresponding RA refreshes the Gantt chart. If the change does
not disturb other committed tasks, next operations are followed
and task execution continues as planned. Otherwise, a rollback to
the resource commitment interaction-goal is always needed.

RAs check resource state based on the information received
from data acquisition and control systems. Thus the corresponding
action map for monitoring resources and rescheduling interaction-
goals can be seen at Fig. 13. If an RA receives a failure condition for
its resource from the shop floor/automation level, then diagnoses
the failure type and probable duration of the unavailability. Should
there exist planned maintenance operations, the concerned RAs
have to inform through Gantt chart registration so that all OAs can
be aware of such events when looking up for processing feasibility
of future orders. Whenever there are tasks already registered in a
failed resource over the duration for the unavailability period,
affected OAs involved will have to remove resource earmarking
and roll back to the resource commitment interaction-goal to
reschedule those tasks which have been affected.

Action message diagrams are used to identify what data needs
to be communicated by messages among different agents involved
in consecutive actions. For example, in Fig. 14 the message
between a RA and an OA after the Execute task action needs to
exchange data such as the quality reached in the corresponding
task execution. Messages identified using the Hermes design
methodology were carried across and adapted to Prometheus
message descriptors, while interaction-goals (from the interac-
tion-goal hierarchy of Fig. 8) and actions (from the action maps of
Figs. 10–13) were added to the agent overview diagrams of the
Prometheus–Hermes methodology.



Fig. 12. Action map for monitoring (orders) and rescheduling interaction-goals.

Fig. 13. Action map for monitoring (resources) and rescheduling interaction-goals.
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Different types of plans from the Hermes methodology, namely
coordination, achievement, and interface plans are used to
coordinate the goal-oriented interactions in the design of the
@MES. Coordination plans derive from interaction-goals and they
are used to coordinate both agent types through the interaction
mechanism. Achievement plans derive from actions and they are
used to achieve particular interaction-goals; for instance, resource
commitments for processing a given order. Interface plans derive
from message descriptors and action maps, and they are used to
transform inter-agent messages into goals and events for intra-
agent decision-making. A coordination plan is developed for each
interaction-goal, and beliefs are used to represent the states of
interaction-goals. These states are used by a combination of three
Boolean values per interaction-goal: in, finished and succeeded.
The in belief indicates that the interaction-goal is currently active,
the finished belief is used to indicate whether the interaction-goal
has been completed, while succeeded indicates whether the
interaction-goal has been successful.

Coordination plans can be either compound or atomic. Com-
pound plans are based on compound interaction-goals, such as
detailed planning and execution control, scheduling, control and
schedule monitoring, while atomic coordination plans are derived
from interaction-goals that are not composed of other interaction-
goals, such as order Acceptance, resource commitment, monitoring

(orders), monitoring (resources) and rescheduling. Compound coordi-
nation plans involve coordination interaction between themselves
and other coordination plans, and atomic coordination plans deal
with coordination between themselves and achievement plans.
Fig. 15 presents an example of a compound coordination plan
derived from the Scheduling Interaction-goal in the @MES (see Fig. 7).
There, both Order Acceptance and Resource Commitment child
interaction-goals must be achieved sequentially. When an auto-
nomic unit is created, all of its three beliefs about each interaction-
goal (for instance the in[Scheduling], finished[Scheduling] and
succeeded[Scheduling]) beliefs are set to false.

Fig. 16 is an example of a (generic) atomic coordination plan
derived from the Resource commitment interaction-goal. As with
compound coordination plans, atomic coordination plans are
triggered when their in beliefs changed to true (see Require



Fig. 14. Action message diagram.
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statement in algorithms of Figs. 15 and 16). Before the first action is
triggered, the atomic coordination plan ensures that it has not
already been achieved (see line 1 of Fig. 16). This is important in
situations where rollbacks are called upon, as there is no need to
achieve a coordination plan that has been already achieved.
Furthermore, the atomic coordination plan ensures that only an OA
(initiator of this interaction-goal) begins the interaction (refer to
line 2). If these conditions are met, the coordination plan triggers
the initial action by dispatching the appropriate goal (line 3).
Fig. 17 provides an example for a parallel compound coordination
plan, Schedule Monitoring, where both sub-goals Monitoring

(orders) and Monitoring (resources) are started sequentially one
after the other but they are all run in parallel.

Achievement plans, based on actions in action maps, are used
by both OAs and RAs to define the logic of individual steps
necessary to achieve a particular interaction-goal. Fig. 18 presents
the achievement plan for the Check pending operations action. Once
triggered (see the Require statement) the plan must ensure that its
interaction-goal is active (line 2) before executing interaction-
specific code (lines 4–7). As the achievement plan represents the
action that achieves the Monitoring (orders) interaction-goal, then
its succeeded belief is set to true, and it has a synchronization
section which sets the finished belief of the interaction-goal to true
signaling the completion of the interaction-goal (lines 10–12).

Rollbacks are implemented by saving the interaction in a
particular state and restarting the entire interaction. Algorithm of
Fig. 19 is an example of a rollback achievement plan in which an OA
is rolling back from the Resource Commitment interaction-goal to
the Order Acceptance interaction-goal. Saving of the interaction was
done by setting the Order Acceptance interaction-goal as one to be
attempted later on. This was done by setting its in belief to true and
both its finished and succeeded beliefs to false, which essentially
flags the interaction-goal as active, but not yet completed (lines
16–19).

Interface plans are used to map incoming messages to specific
goals that OAs and RAs must achieve. For example, if an OA sends a



Fig. 15. Compound coordination plan algorithm for scheduling interaction goal.
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message to a RA requesting task processing options, the RA’s
interface plans maps that message to the Resource Commitment

interaction-goal which the RA is going to achieve. In this case, the
interface plan also changes the RA’s beliefs since the RA is not
currently involved in the interaction. Accordingly, this interface
plan is used to initiate the interaction between a given pair of an
OA and a RA.

4. Simulation modeling

4.1. Generative modeling

When adopting a multi-agent view of the @MES, it soon
becomes apparent that decentralizing scheduling and control is
about the design of an artificial society of agents where goal-
oriented interactions are the leverage points for emergent
behaviors [33]. Generative modeling refers to the application of
Fig. 16. Atomic coordination plan algorithm for resource commitment interaction

goal.
computational models to understand and influence emergence
properties of complex social systems [34]. In this context, agent-
based modeling and simulation (ABMS) enables a system designer
to create, analyze and experiment with simulation models [35].
One of the advantages of generative modeling is that it forces the
modeler to be precise: unlike theories and pictorial models
expressed in diagrams, an interaction mechanism has to be
completely and exactly specified if it is going to run on a computer.
Another advantage is that in silico experiments with a computa-
tional model of artificial societies of agents are cheaper or
occasionally is the only way to test hypothesis regarding
mechanism design. Furthermore, an experiment can be designed
to test specific design hypothesis and repeated many times, using a
range of parameters values or allowing some uncertain factors to
vary randomly. ABMS also offers enormous flexibility in reflecting
the actual shop-floor environment, and it opens up new possibili-
ties for production control to take advantage of the multi-agent
system design paradigm. Thus, usual barriers set by the standard
modeling tools, such as the need to keep the model within a
reasonable degree of detail are easily overcome with the
computational modeling approach.

In ABMS, strategic interactions between agents are modeled from
the viewpoint of the individuals who are part of the system,
considering a heterogeneous decision making logic, beliefs, beha-
viors and individual rules for changing their knowledge bases. These
complex adaptive systems are particularly useful for management
processes that require each agent to adapt and modify their behavior
over time [36]. In this context, ABMS is the basis for designing a
distributed control system so that it is not necessary to simulate
every disruptive event as a different fault scenario, but to have
means that allow each agent to adapt their action selection policies
for generating feasible solutions in an uncertain environment.

ABMS is able to discover emergent connections between system
components, tie trace experience with detailed micro-processes to
system-level knowledge and archetype patterns causing emergent



Fig. 17. Parallel compound coordination plan algorithm for schedule monitoring interaction goal.

Fig. 18. Achievement plan algorithm for check pending operations action.
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behavior, and in this way it may identify possible outcomes that
are outside the range of analytical thinking [36]. To this aim, ABMS
must follow an iterative model construction process. This process
starts with an initial description of the behavior of individual agent
behaviors as well as interaction mechanisms along with support-
ing data. This conceptual description is then converted to a
generative model that can be used to test hypothesis [37]. The
resulting model is then simulated and the initial results are
examined. As a result, a controlled micro-world simulation is used
to discover macro-level behaviors resulting from on-going
interactions on micro-scale interactions. The agent internal
decision-making policy and the interaction mechanism in the
model are then updated based on goals agents must achieve, and
the model is simulated again. So the model serves as a tool to
validate the hypothesis (simulated experimentation) and as
guideline to improve designs of an interaction mechanism in
multi-agent systems. As it is shown in Fig. 20, this progressive
refinement process continues until the model reproduces both
desirable behaviors and properties of the artificial society.

Contrasting with the traditional top-down approach (see Fig. 21
adapted from [38]), a bottom-up emergence in an artificial society
of agents defines patterns that result from the chosen mechanism
design (e.g., the sugarscape world, [34]). Moreover, such aggregate
patterns are immune to reasonable variations in the individual
agent behavior. Although decision-making policies used by agents
might be quite simple, the result of ongoing interactions among
them can be very complex and difficult to predict, mainly when
agent internals are heterogeneous and each individual agent learns
over time based on its unique experience and evaluative feedback
(Figs. 22 and 23).

Generative modeling requires a focus on agent decision logic
and strategic interactions. Models create solid and stable building
blocks that encapsulate key parts of the real system’s behavior.
Generative models of interaction mechanisms tend to be robust to
a large class of changes in the underlying structure and to produce
‘‘surprising’’ results that motivate new hypothesis and predictions.
Also, design patterns for strategic interaction can be easily reused
and they are fertile grounds for new applications and contexts [39].
The simulation model generates performance indicators that,
having some relation with the indicators of the real system, are
used to modify the design of the interaction mechanism and
learning rules.

There are some previous works that emphasize the role of
generative simulation modeling for MESs design. Vaario and Ueda
[40] proposed a modeling method for simulating a dynamic
scheduling environment where local attraction fields direct



Fig. 19. Order agent rollback plan from resource commitment to order acceptance.
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transporters carrying jobs to particular machines according to
priority rules. The resulting emergence is generated by local
interactions among agents through their force fields which cannot
be anticipated without carrying the simulation. Ueda et al. [41]
introduced an emergent synthesis of a MES decision-making policy
Fig. 20. Iterative process of agent-b
based on a system model to predict the effect of alternative control
and planning actions in make-to-order manufacturing environ-
ments. Emergence in this case was used to evaluate and control the
range of time and cost constraints of the customer that the system is
able to fulfill. Generative models using ABMS are very natural means
ased modeling and simulation.



Fig. 21. Bottom up emergence of complex adaptive behavior.

Adapted from [38].
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for understanding and designing complex adaptive systems such as
the @MES, where the bottom-up design approach allows an easy
integration with control/automation level. On the other hand, the
path from microworlds to emergent properties (macro behavior) is
full of surprises and definitively requires systemic synthesis via
simulation rather than reductionist analytical tools [39].

Being artificial societies by themselves, and being built on the
same basis as any complex adaptive systems, the interaction
mechanism in the @MES must be understood and modeled as an
‘‘artificial micro-world.’’ In this setting, it is possible to control all
characteristics and reproduce its dynamic behavior in a series of
experiments as it is done in a laboratory for natural systems.
Compared to animal and human societies, multi-agent systems
Fig. 22. A view of the resulta
may be seen as ‘‘microcosms’’, small-scale models of real systems,
while having the same dynamics and following the same principles
as the real social systems [42].

4.2. Prototype implementation in Netlogo

To create a generative simulation in Netlogo, a synthetic world
where agents interact while deploying their roles must be defined.
For the proposed interaction mechanism in the @MES a dynamic
Gantt chart has been chosen to define the artificial environment,
aptly named scheduling world, where OAs and RAs reflect their
decisions and mutual influences. Gantt charts are popular manage-
ment tools and have found a role providing a readily useful interface
nt dynamic Gantt Chart.



Fig. 23. Paint production process.
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using a time-phased dependent approach to production manage-
ment in spite of dating back over a century [43]. Thus, the visual
representation of the scheduling world while the model is in
execution is the group of dynamic Gantt charts depicted in Fig. 24. In
Netlogo, the scheduling world emulates the abstract dynamics of the
interaction mechanism for the @MES which tightly integrates local
schedule generation with execution control.

Following a metaphor of communication used in biology and
ethology where animals tend to behave collectively by using
signals, Gantt charts are used in the @MES as an indirect way of
interaction among OAs and RAs. In the simulated scheduling world
Fig. 24. Total processing times for the orders ty
interacting agents through their decisions update the Gantt chart
to represent the state of the shop-floor as a result of resource
commitments for planned orders and disruptions. Each resource
corresponds to a row in the Gantt chart and there is a dynamic
temporal window with a fixed duration from the actual time in to
the future describing if a given resource have been reserved for a
specific order type or not, and whether the resource is unavailable
due an unplanned event, or if it is in a maintenance state. Both OAs
and RAs constantly look up the Gantt chart; an OA specifically
looks up for an allocated processing route whereas each RA for the
already committed usage of its resource.
pe 1 and 25 using the EFT criterion in OAs.
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A computational model of the distributed scheduling system was
implemented in Netlogo1 [44], a well suited software environment
for modeling complex adaptive systems, or ‘‘worlds,’’ and a useful
tool in understanding emergent decentralized behaviors in multi-
agent systems [45]. The Netlogo environment is made up of agents.
Each agent develops a decision-making policy and carries out its
own activity in an asynchronous manner regarding the behavior of
other agents. In Netlogo worlds, there can be four types of agents:
turtles, patches, links, and the observer. Turtles are agents that move
around in the world. The world is two dimensional and is divided up
into a grid of patches. Each patch is a square piece of ‘‘ground’’ over
which turtles can move. Links are agents that connect two turtles.
The observer does not have a ground location, it is constantly looking
out over the world of turtles and patches. Different tasks involved in
a production order give rise to a number of mobile agents (turtles),
one for each time unit, that move over a grid of stationary agents
(patches) which represents resource usage times. A set of agents
(agentsets) were used to differentiate order types and so the
corresponding production formula.

To program the model in Netlogo, global variables were used
whenever the information must be shared (available for every agent,
for instance the total amount of orders that are in the system), and
turtle variables and patch variables when they were sole private
information for a single agent or type of agents (for instance the
required quality for executing a particular task). Each order has
different attributes such as product type and due date whereas
arrival times, processing times and machine failure rates are
stochastic variables. We face the problem of allocation of machines
to jobs, ignoring a number of other decisions, such as order release,
due date setting and lot sizing which are assumed as given as there is
considerable information from higher-level production plans
defining the these parameters. A batch (order) can follow many
different routes while using different pieces of equipment. So there
is a great deal of flexibility in detailed scheduling and it is not obvious
how smoothly each order will flow through the system due to a
number of disruptive events and shop-floor constraints.

Gantt charts in Fig. 24 were made as follows. Each resource,
grouped by resource type, has its own Gantt chart where it records its
programmed tasks. Instead of moving to the right the time window
following the system time, turtles (unit time tasks) are asked to
move one unit to the left and to die when they arrive to the patch in
the left corresponding to the current time. Production operations
run continuously whereas simulation time advances using equally
distant event times of 1 min. Both the planning time horizon and the
time allowed to schedule new orders before processing (i.e., the time
window to allocate new orders in the detailed schedule), the pre-
booking duration intervals of orders in resource schedules and the
maximum number of process options available for all planned
orders can be defined in the Gantt chart by the user.

To grasp the full potential of autonomic computing at the shop-
floor, an architecture-based abstraction of the @MES equipped
with soft sensors and actuators properly interfaced to upper/lower
levels of planning/control should be developed. On the detailed
level every industrial installation may look unique but much of
these details may not be at all relevant for the implementation of a
MES [22]. Thus integration with the company management level
and control/automation at the shop-floor should be made by
mapping standard functionalities (e.g., ISA-95) with MAPE
functions of autonomic units in the @MES.

5. Simulation results

5.1. Case study description

To illustrate the proposed approach, it was considered a paint
plant based on the five-stage plant structure proposed in White
[46] with 80+ pieces of equipment. These stages are: (1)
formulation and mixing, (2) laboratory testing with product
adjustment and release, (3) container filling, (4) carton packaging
and (5) palletization. There are 100+ products differing mostly by
product types (alkyds and latex or water-based), product families
(with identical characteristics and the same color, the container
size the only distinctive feature), packaging type, product size and
lot size. See Table 3 for details.

The overall production recipe is given in Fig. 23. Formulation
and mixing steps were integrated into the processing activity, and
it was considered that filling machines are connected to their
respective packaging machine, palletizer and all necessary
connecting conveyors which made up alternative ‘‘fill-out’’ trains.
Set-up times for cleaning and reconfiguration are all included in
fill-out processing times. The plant structure and number of
equipment items available to carry out each processing activity (59
formulation units, 1 laboratory and 9 fill-out trains) were taken
from White [46], while for actual processing times, an in-depth
shop-floor study was made at a paint plant located in Paraná,
Argentina.

Equipment items used for both alkyds and latex products are
virtual formulation units of different tank sizes, with eleven units
used for latex products and forty-eight for alkyds. Each formulation
unit is made up of a disperser and a tank. After processing a batch,
the corresponding disperser is disconnected from the tank so that a
different formulation unit can be set up using a different tank.
Dispersers are rotating toothed plates equipped with electric
motors of different power rates which determine formulation
(processing) times: for the latex product line there are four
dispersers available, whereas for alkyds thirteen dispersers are
available as it is indicated in Table 4. Tanks sharing the same
disperser can hold a product batch as work-in-process but cannot
be simultaneously used for (re)formulating another product batch.
Each product batch is kept in its corresponding tank until the
packaging operation is completed via the chosen fill-out train.

A linear dependence is assumed between the time consumed in
processing steps at the formulation/mixing units and the
corresponding batch size. For alkyds, it was assumed that the
standard dispersing time is 0.3 + batch size * 0.0015 h. For latex
products, processing times are three times larger than for alkyds.
Also, it is necessary to take into account variations of the
disperser’s power in formulation time. For dispersers #2, #11
and #13, formulation time is 10% lower; for disperser #4,
processing time is 15% larger; for disperser #7, formulation time
is 20% larger; for dispenser #10: processing time is 20% lower. The
laboratory has a capacity of 15 batches and testing results are
available after a laboratory processing time which follows an
exponential distribution with a mean depending on the product
family (see Table 5). If a batch needs to be reformulated after its
laboratory testing result is known, an adjustment is carry out and
corresponding reprocessing times are estimated as 25% of the
original product formulation time. To move a batch out of a
formulation unit (tank) for both alkyds and latex products in their
corresponding packaging, fill-out trains with different capacities
(see Table 6 for details) are used.

Product batches are moved out from their tanks using
alternative fill-out trains according to available equipment
interconnections at the shop floor and the constraints applying
for the virtual formulation units (tank + disperser). See Tables 7–9
for details. Fill-out trains have speed variations based on the linear
dependence 0.7 + batch size * 0.0008 h per batch. However, for
filling machine #2 this time is 10% lower, for filling machine #5 is
15% higher, for filling machine #7 is 29% shorter and for filling
machine #8 filling time is 6% higher.

All processing times follow a normal distribution with standard
deviation equal to 15% of their corresponding processing means.



Table 3
Product types of the case study.

ID #: lot size (in liters) Large family Family Pail type Size (in liters)

1: 80, 2: 375 Alkyds Varnishes Stin 0.25

3: 300, 4: 800, 5: 1300 0.5

6: 1000, 7: 1500 1

8: 800, 9: 1000, 10: 1800, 11: 2000, 12: 2600, 13: 3000, 14: 3500, 15: 3800 4

16: 150, 17: 800, 18: 1400, 19: 2400 Enamels Plastic 1

20: 2000, 21: 2600, 22: 3000, 23: 3500, 24: 4000, 25: 4500, 26: 5000, 27: 5500 4

28: 2000, 29: 3000, 30: 4000 10

31: 2000, 32: 2600, 33: 3000, 34: 3500 20

35: 1300, 36: 1500, 37: 2000, 38: 2600, 39: 2800, 40: 3200 Primers Tin 4

41: 2000, 42: 3000, 43: 4000 20

44: 540, 45: 1500 Industrial paints Plastic 1

46: 1000, 47: 2000, 48: 3000 4

49: 2400, 50: 4000, 51: 5500 10

52: 2400, 53: 3000, 54: 4000 20

55: 200, 56: 375, 57: 540, 58: 800, 59: 1000, 60: 1300 Tin 0.25

61: 375, 62: 800, 63: 1300, 64: 1500 0.5

65: 1000, 66: 1500 1

67: 1000, 68: 2000, 69: 3000 4

70: 2400, 71: 3000, 72: 3500, 73: 4000 20

74: 375, 75: 540 1.5

76: 810, 77: 4050 2.7

78: 1300, 79: 2600 13

80: 2000, 81: 2400 Pools Tin 4

82: 3200, 83: 3900 20

84: 3500, 85: 5500 Demarcation Tin 20

86: 3000, 87: 4000 200

88: 48, 89: 150 Anilines Envelope 0.06

90: 800, 91: 1000, 92: 1400, 93: 1800 Latex Latex Tin 0.5

94: 1400, 95: 2600, 96: 3200, 97: 4000 1

98: 2000, 99: 2400, 100: 3000, 101: 3500 4

102: 2000, 103: 2400, 104: 3500, 105: 5000 20
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Orders arrive following an exponential distribution with a mean
10 min for interarrival times. The pool of frequent orders includes
orders # 1–3, 16, 44, 55–57, 61, 74–76, 78 and 88–90. Frequent
order types have a 5.88% arrival chance in the pool of orders
whereas non-frequent orders are also all equally probable with an
arrival probability of 0.13%. Due dates have a gamma distribution
with a = 2000 min and l = 2 min; each order due date is added to
its arrival time to define the absolute due date for the order.

The planning time horizon is 10 days and orders must be
scheduled at least one hour before processing can actually begin.
Pre-booking of orders in resource schedules last for one hour and
their reserved time slots are blocked so the corresponding RAs are
Table 4
Features of the formulation units.

Formulation unit (tank) ID # Capacity 

Minimum (in liters) M

1–4 40 2

5–9 100 5

10–14 

15–18 500 1

19–21 

22–24 

25–28 

29–32 

33–34 

35–37 800 4

38–40 

41–44 

45–47 

48–49 

50 2000 5

51 

52–53 4000 8

54 

55–56 6000 2

57–59 
not allowed to receive other pre-bookings at their resource
schedules during that time period. It has been considered a
maximum of 50 options for defining the processing route of any
order. Regarding the objectives of RAs, all of them use the FIFO
dispatching rule (allocating tasks in first available space of their
local schedule).

It is difficult to predict without using a generative simulation
model when a set of tasks will flow relatively smoothly through the
@MES, or if an increase in the failure rate of a resource will force
delays and lengthen considerably the time required to complete a
set of orders. So, the case study objectives are to predict how the
plant will operate under the proposed mechanism for the @MES
Large family Disperser ID #

aximum (in liters)

00 Alkyds 1

00 2

3

000 4

5

6

7

8

9

000 10

11

12

Latex 13

14

000 Alkyds 15

Latex 14

000 Alkyds 15

Latex 16

0,000

Alkyds 17



Table 5
Laboratory mean processing time for each product type.

Product ID # Large family Family Mean (in min.)

1–15 Alkyds Varnishes 10

16–34 Enamels 30

35–43 Primers 10

44–79 Industrial paints 60

80–83 Pools 30

84–87 Demarcation 30

88–89 Anilines 30

90–105 Latex Latex 20

Table 7
Products that can be processed by interconnected formulation units and fill-out trains

Formulation unit (tank) ID # Fill-out train ID #

1 2 

1 88, 89

2 1, 55

3 

4 1, 55

5 89 2, 3, 55, 56, 61, 74

6

7–8

9–13 

14

15–21 4, 6, 8, 9, 57, 58, 59, 62, 75, 76

22–24 4, 6, 8, 9, 57, 58, 59, 62, 75, 76 

25

26–29 4, 6, 8, 9, 57, 58, 59, 62, 75, 76

30–32

33–34 90

35–36 

45–49 

52–53 

Table 6
Features of the fill-out trains.

Fill-out train ID # Capacity Pail type

Minimum

(in liters)

Maximum

(in liters)

1 40 1000 Envelope

2 40 1000 Tin

3 40 1000 Plastic and tin

4 500 10,000 Tin

5 500 10,000 Plastic and tin

6 500 10,000 Tin

7 40 4000 Tin

8 40 4000 Plastic and tin

9 10,000 20,000 Tin

Table 8
Products that can be processed by interconnected formulation units and fill-out trains

Formulation unit (tank) ID # Fill-out train ID #

5 

35–41 4–15, 17–24, 28, 29, 31–40, 45–50, 5

49 

50 

51 

52 24–27, 29, 30, 41, 50, 51, 53, 71, 72,

54 

55–56 30, 42, 72, 54

57–58 
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and to foresee its capacity to control execution under unplanned
events such as a filling machine breakdown.

5.2. Results

Performance indices considered in generative simulation of the
proposed interaction mechanism for the @MES were: total order
processing time, total order waiting time and equipment utiliza-
tion. In all runs 432,000 min (10 months) of the plant operation in
the scheduling world were simulated. From Figs. 24–27, shop-floor
dynamic behaviors are shown for the normal operating scenario
and using four OA different criteria: earliest finalization time (EFT),
shortest total processing time (STPT), shortest time between
operations (STBO) and largest finalization time (LFT). Orders type 1
and 25 were chosen as representative examples of order having
high and low order arrival rates respectively. For orders type 1, pail
type is tin whereas for orders type 25 the pail type is plastic. Both
order types are related to products in the family of alkyds (order
type 1 is a varnish product and order type 5 is an enamel product).

It is worth noting that total processing times for the four
different OA criteria do exhibit acceptable levels of variability
whereas the maximum processing time never exceed three times
the average processing time for the corresponding order type. This
is a very important outcome which highlights that the interaction
mechanism is robust and stable despite the total autonomy given
to OAs and RAs, and the lack of a master schedule. More
specifically, when STPT and STBO criteria are used, frequent
orders have lower processing times compared with the ones
obtained using the EFT criterion. Processing times of infrequent
order types are typically larger. Regarding the LFT criterion, the
average processing time of frequent orders is significantly larger
but their variability remains somehow stable. For non frequent
 1 through 4.

3 4

1, 16, 55, 88, 89

2, 3, 16, 55, 56, 61, 74, 89

17, 44, 46 4, 6, 8, 9, 57, 58, 59, 62, 65, 67, 75, 76

4–15, 35–40, 58–60, 62–70, 76–84

90–96, 98

41, 71, 72, 77, 85

 5 through 6.

6

2, 58–60, 62–70, 76, 78–84 11–15, 37–40, 68–70, 79–84

95–98

11–15, 37–41, 68–71, 77, 79–84

95, 96, 98

 77, 85 41, 71, 72, 77, 85

97, 99, 100–103

97, 100–103



Table 9
Products that can be processed by interconnected formulation units and fill-out trains 7 through 9.

Formulation unit (tank) ID # Fill-out train ID #

7 8 9

1–4 1, 55 1, 55

5–14 2, 3, 55, 56, 61, 74 2, 3, 55, 56, 61, 74

42–44 4–15, 37–40, 58, 59, 62, 68–70,

76, 79–84

4–6, 8, 9, 11–15, 19–24,

28, 29, 31–34, 37–40, 47–50, 52,

58, 59, 62, 68–70, 76, 79–84

45–48 90, 95, 96, 98

50 11–15, 37–40, 68–70, 79–84

53 24, 5

55–56 42, 43, 73, 86, 87

57–59 87, 104, 105

Fig. 25. Total processing times for the orders type 1 and 25 and STPT criterion in OAs.

Fig. 26. Total processing times for the orders type 2 and 25 and LFT criterion in OAs.
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order types, neither average processing times nor their variability
are significantly affected when the LFT criterion is used for order
processing.

As far as equipment utilization is concerned, for both EFT and
LFT criteria there can be seen a rather uniform tank usage
distribution, whereas for the STPT and STBO there are some tanks
Fig. 27. Total processing times for the orders 
that are chosen more frequently to set up formulation units with
dispersers. This emergent behavior can be seen in Fig. 28 where
utilization of tanks under EFT and STPT criterion are shown. In
Fig. 29, similar utilization patterns are observed for fill-out trains
where differences in utilization rates are less important when the
alternative criteria are compared. However load distribution is
type 1 and 25 and STBO criterion in OAs.



Fig. 28. Formulation units (tanks) utilization. (a) EFT criterion; (b) STPT criterion.

Fig. 29. Fill-out trains utilization. (a) EFT criterion; (b) STPT criterion.

Fig. 30. Total waiting times for the orders type 1. (a) LFT criterion; (b) STBO criterion.

Fig. 31. Percentage difference in the total processing times for the scenario with a breakdown of the fill-out train #4.
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Fig. 32. Percentage difference in the fill-out trains utilization for the scenario with a breakdown of the fill-out train #4. (a) EFT criterion; (b) STPT criterion; (c) STBO criterion;

(d) LFT criterion.
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revealed as critical due to the high usages rates of fill-out trains
which are actually the bottleneck constraining shop-floor
throughput.

Total waiting times for non-frequent orders have similar profiles
for the different criteria considered. However, for the EFT criterion
non-frequent orders have lower waiting times. On the other hand,
waiting times for frequent orders vary significantly depending on
the chosen criterion and are considerably lower for the STPT and
STBO criteria. The LFT criterion adversely affects orders with high
arrival rates by markedly increasing their average waiting times
whereas its variability is less affected. In Fig. 30, waiting times for the
LFT and STBO criterion for type 1 orders are compared.

Fig. 31 shows the percentage difference in the total
processing times for all the order types and discriminating
between frequent and non-frequent orders, when the fill-out
train #4 experiences a sudden unavailability between the
simulated time 20,000 and 30,000. As can be expected, a failure
in a bottleneck equipment item may drastically affect processing
times of all order types. However, processing times for non-
frequent orders are much higher than in the normal operating
scenario whereas processing times of frequent order types are
not significantly altered, depending on which OA criterion has
been used. It is worth noting that for the LFT criterion frequent
order types can even enjoy a marginally lower average
processing time at expense of a dramatic increase of processing
time for non-frequent orders.

Utilization rates of remaining fill-out trains are less affected
by the disruption. To compensate for the fill-out train # 4
breakdown a desirable emergence of the mechanism is that the
workload is evenly distributed as it is shown in Fig. 32. Finally, it
is worth mentioning that total waiting times for non-frequent
orders experience are significantly higher in this period,
especially for the STBO and LFT criteria as it is shown in
Fig. 33.



Fig. 33. Total waiting times for the orders type 25 for the scenario with a breakdown of the fill-out train #4. (a) LFT criterion; (b) STBO criterion.
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In order to follow the iterative model construction process of
ABMS, parameters that could be modified to analyze further
improvements in the @MES design for the industrial case study
are RA’s criteria for deciding task allocation in their schedule,
OA’s criteria for selecting candidate solutions, planning time
horizon, time window to allocate new orders in the detailed
schedule, pre-booking duration intervals of orders in resource
schedules and the maximum number of process options
available for all planned orders. Moreover, internal designs for
the agents could be modified by allowing strategic learning in
their action selection policies.

6. Final comments

A novel design and verification methodology for an autonomic
MES based on well-defined interactions between autonomic
agents which implement the monitor-analyze-plan-execution

loop while managing two different types of objects: orders
and resources has been proposed. The design methodology
highlights goal-oriented interactions among agents as the
cornerstone for influencing the emergent behavior and dynam-
ics of the @MES. Based on the Hermes agent-oriented design
methodology, the interaction mechanism has been fully speci-
fied to the level of detail required for simulation modeling as an
artificial society. Accordingly, the design methodology for
interaction mechanisms in agent-oriented systems has been
expanded with a verification phase that highlights the impor-
tance of generative simulation in the lifecycle of complex
adaptive systems such as the @MES.

To assess the proposed @MES design, an agent-based
simulation model for a case study was implemented in the
Netlogo simulation language. Results obtained for different
simulation runs indicate that the proposed interaction mecha-
nism is resilient and stable despite the total autonomy given to
OAs and RAs when negotiating resource usage without resorting
to an a priori defined schedule. Also, emergent behaviors of the
interaction mechanism in an abnormal scenario added to the
dynamic complexity resulting from the set of equipment
interconnections and on-going interactions among a number
of autonomic agents highlight the importance of generative
simulation in designing a MES which is able to accommodate
significant failure conditions and work properly despite
disruptions and unplanned events.

Current research includes the implementation of a more
sophisticated simulation model of the @MES with heteroge-
neous OAs and RAs having different objectives and strategies to
maximize resource usage and minimize processing time. Also,
for shop-floor implementation a detailed design of the @MES
using environmental abstractions along with appropriate design
of abstract sensors and actuators for the interaction mechanism
to be interfaced with the control/automation level are being
developed. Finally, the issue of individual and collective learning
is being applied to the dispatching rule selection problem in RAs
and to the process route selection criteria for OAs.
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